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Our Transition Tale

I remember sitting down to write my transition tale in 2010, little did I imagine how much more
beautiful life would be now forty years on. The sun was setting and there were a few birds
singing. Now there is an orchestra of them, including cuckoos that sound like they’re playing
bassoons. We, my husband also known as Grampa Iain, our daughter Alice and I, still live in
Nuttings Road, Cambridge but many things are different.

For starters, instead of having twenty plus pairs of shoes under the stairs imported from all over
the world, now, like most people I have three. One pair of sheepskin slippers, a pair of winter
boots and sandals for summer all made in Cambridgeshire. Children usually have a pair of shoes
made for them in the Autumn, when we slaughter one of our red poll cows. They are fashioned
so that they will fit a couple of pairs of warm hand knitted socks in them through the winter.
Then when spring comes and the may is in blossom we cut the toes off so they will serve as
summer shoes. We call it Sandal Day and people bring especially sharpened knives.

After the children have had their toes liberated, we gather sweetly scented elderflowers and start
to make champagne which we later drink on Midsummer/s Day, one of the few times of year
when we bother with alcohol. It’s a good job because there aren’t that many glass bottles left
from the Oil and Waste Age. Nowadays the idea of creating enough heat to reach the 2300
degrees Celsius needed to melt glass just for alcohol is laughable.

Midsummer’s Day is also special because we put the names of everyone in our centity (I’ll
explain that in a bit) in a hat and everyone pulls out one name. The name you pull out is who you
make a Midwinter present for. One often needs six months to think of something that that person
really needs, gather the resources and make it. If anyone asks for help with their present we bend
over backwards to support them because we only receive that present every year. In our centity
we decided it was better to give and get one high quality, useful present than lots of little, useless
ones. Now to explain what a centity is. It is a group of roughly a hundred people, who live near
each other, work together and decide on matters of importance. Each centity also has at least one
representative if any regional decisions need to be made. Our system of bottom up governance is
so much better than the top down one we were used to.

Last year I was lucky enough to pull out the name of my own granddaughter, Charlie, who also
lives with us (as well as her lovely daddy, Samson). I chose to make Charlie an ark. My daughter
Alice loved hers when she was a babe. I’d whittled a few things prior to that, like spoons, but it
was such a pleasure as the nights got darker to improve my whittling skills on Charlie’s animals.
Unlike Alice’s ark, from the noughties, which had animals from overseas in it such as elephants,
giraffes and lions, the one I made Charlie has animals she sees regularly. They include foxes,
badgers, water voles, great crested newts, noctule bats and red squirrels. Yes, red squirrels are
back. Charlie’s ark also floats, just today she was playing with it in our solar heated swimming
pool.



The person that gave me my last Midwinter present was Granny Amanda from across the way.
On our community’s knitting machine she created for me a beautiful, soft angora shawl come
blanket. She then dyed it the colours of a flame so it seems even warmer than it is.

On our birthday we get to choose the menu for that evening’s supper, as long as there are
ingredients for it in the larders. Also if you want someone in our centity to make a particular
dish, they will. For example, I always ask Grampa Iain to make us Cambridgeshire Honey Buns
on my birthday. His not so secret recipe is 450g barley flour, 170ml rapeseed oil, 75g honey, 50g
cob nuts and 150ml apple juice. Oh and if you can get hold of 2 teaspoons of baking powder,
they’ll taste even better. Mix them up and cook. When the honey buns are cooling, this is the
best bit, pour on a warm syrup made from 100ml clear honey, 100ml set honey and 100ml water.
Multiply the ingredients by 8 and you have one happy centity.

After the shock result in the elections of 2010 our country started having regular referendums. It
became necessary because some difficult decisions had to be made. One of the referendums
decided that we would do without cars, stereos and aeroplanes, among other things. But retain
community computers and essential medicines. To facilitate the production of medicines and to
learn about healthcare every centity sends a few volunteers every year to work in a local
Medicine Manufacturing Module. Computers were retained because they can play music, keep
long distance relatives in touch, are an excellent medium for sharing information and do dull
repetitive tasks without moaning.

One of the great things about our national decision to give up aeroplanes, at least for us in
Cambridge, is that what was Marshall’s Airfield is where we now grow enough produce to keep
Cambridge in root vegetables throughout the year. I’m proud to say our daughter, Alice, is the
chief urine engineer there. She manages the urine pipes that run from the east of the city and
ensures that this fantastic, free fertiliser is perfectly diluted and applied so that crops flourish.
She jokes that she gets paid to take the piss out of everyone.

Our centity agreed that to minimise the need for heating we’d sleep ten to a bed in winter. I guess
we could heat more space but no-one wants to spend the whole summer gathering wood.
Anyway our big bed-rooms are lovely, really cuddly. Also we fight ‘it’ out in bed and so the idea
of ‘holding a grudge’ or ‘going to war’ is something that only old people like me remember. Of
course we’ve thought of everything and there are also snugly, little love making rooms for
couples to go to if they want to make whoopee.

Centities organise their holidays around the resources they need to gather. Last year for our
family holiday we went to a hemp farm and made enough cloth to last our centity for many
years. We no longer waste time and energy worrying about fashion. Folk have just a few changes
of hardwearing hemp clothes and the size can easily be altered with discreet fastenings if you’re
pregnant or change shape. For parties, such as at Midsummer and Midwinter, there are
wardrobes full of colourful material that can be worn in many ways. To launder our clothes we
have some pedal powered washing machines. They are a great place for a chat and no one has an
excuse to be unfit.



For this years holiday my family are exchanging houses with some people from another centity
in the seaside town of Cromer, Norfolk. While we are there we hope: to catch plenty of fish to
cook in solar ovens and to dry in the sun to bring back home; to separate enough salt in their
solar sea water stills for the coming winter; and to harvest delicious, iron rich sea weed. All this
as well as have enough time to swim in the sea, play beach volley ball and read the exchange
family’s novels. That reminds me, we need to fix the puncture on the bike trailer ready for the
ride.

While they are here the exchange family from Cromer will collect honey from some of our many
hives; learn more about breeding red poll cattle for meat and milk; and pick some kiwi fruit to
take back. Oh and I think they are going to spend some time at the Science Park building heat
exchange pumps that can be simply lain on the sea bed just below the low tide mark. Then in
their so called leisure time they will probably visit some of Cambridge’s excellent museums,
including the new one with exhibitions showing the excesses of the Oil and Waste Age; go
punting on The Cam; and enjoy some of our novels. I say ‘so called leisure time’ because people
are so much happier now that we have climbed out of the dark Oil and Waste Age that ‘work’ is
often more fun than ‘leisure’.

The other day we came across a child’s board book from the noughties. It was called Baby’s
Day. It caused great hilarity containing pictures of perfectly clean babies, not a stain on any of
their clothes nor smudge of soil on any cheek. I joined in the laughter but part of me felt sad
remembering the efforts I used to go to keeping our daughter Alice clean. One particular memory
is wiping food from the feet of her baby grow, with a special plastic cloth infused with chemicals
that came in packs of fifty in a plastic wrapper, so that she didn’t tread it into the carpet. If
anyone bothered doing that to Charlie people would laugh out loud and call them a waster – the
worst sin. Local mums and dads now usually spend days in one of the warm, triple glazed
communal rooms where the floors have sawdust on them so that any waste can be swept up and
put in a composting loo. Now, instead of wearing nappies until they are two or more, babies
usually make a potty one of their first destinations as soon as they can crawl. When Charlie saw
the picture of a baby sleeping in a cot she asked, “Why cage?” Another part of this book Baby’s
Day that made it so out of date was the line, ‘Friends came to visit’. We don’t ‘visit’ friends
often; mainly because we live, share meals, work together and so on with them.

Before I go, Grampa Iain asked me to tell you about our trees. You’ll be glad to hear Cambridge
is no longer the least wooded county in Britain. One of the early city wide referendums agreed
that any future tree planting would be of trees that are good for feed, fodder, fuel or ideally all
three. We have a large ash tree plantation near us that surrounding centities pollard (cutting the
trees above the grazing height of livestock and wild deer).Then make into bundles of faggots.
These are easy to carry, season quickly and the trees soon re-grow to be harvested again in later
years. We burn them on stoves in winter for cooking, hot water and space heating.

Oh and back to under the stairs, remember, where my many shoes used to be, that space is now
used for storing food. My favourite goodies are runner beans in brine, plums in honey syrup,
beef jerky, pickled eggs and gherkins: much more tasty than footwear.
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